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Overview & Contribution

I We study the problem setting in which labels are supplied at the
level of sparse pixels and show that with only a small collection of
such labels, modern deep neural networks can achieve good
performance.

I We show how this phenomenon can be exploited with an efficient
and practical “mouse-free” annotation strategy as part of a
proposed PIXELPICK active learning framework.

I We perform a series of experiments into factors that affect model
performance in the low-annotation regime: annotation diversity,
architectural choices and the design of the sampling mechanisms
for selecting most useful pixels.

I We compare with other state of the art active learning approaches
on standard segmentation benchmarks: CAMVID, CITYSCAPES
and PASCAL VOC 2012, where we demonstrate comparable
segmentation performance with significantly lower annotation
budget.

I We assess PIXELPICK from the perspective of practical
deployment, assessing its annotation efficiency and robustness.

Proposed Method

Given a database of unlabelled pixels of interest (1), each image is fed
to a segmentation model to produce pixel-wise class probabilities (2),
which are in turn passed to an acquisition function to estimate per-pixel
uncertainties and select a batch of B pixels to be labelled (3). The
queries are sent to annotators (4), and the resulting labels are added
to the labelled pixel database, DL (5). Finally, the segmentation model
is retrained on the expanded database (6), before the cycle repeats.
To bootstrap the process and train the initial segmentation model, we
randomly sample B pixels and send them to be annotated.

Mouse-free Annotation Tool

The annotator classifies the highlighted point (in red) by pressing the
keyboard character of the corresponding class for the dataset. The tool
then highlights the next pixel proposal and the process repeats. Note
that the task requires the annnotator to perform classification, but not
localisation.

Results
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Input Groundtruth PixelPick - 10 pixels per image PixelPick - 20 pixels per image

Qualitative results for models trained with PIXELPICK on VOC12 (top)
and Cityscapes (bottom).
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PIXELPICK performs favourably against existing state-of-the-art
approaches for active learning and semi-supervised learning on the
CamVid (left) and Cityscapes (right) benchmarks.

Method Backbone Train set (anno. type) mIoU
Weakly-supervised methods
GAIN [1] VGG16 10.5K imgs (classes) 55.3
MDC [2] VGG16 10.5K imgs (classes) 60.4
DSRG [3] ResNet10110.5K imgs (classes) 61.4
FickleNet [4] ResNet10110.5K imgs (classes) 64.9
BoxSup [5] VGG16 10.5K imgs (boxes) 62.0
ScribbleSup [6] VGG16 10.5K imgs (scribbles) 63.1
Interactive weak supervision
PIXELPICK (Ours)ResNet50 1.5K imgs (sparse pixels) 65.6

Comparison to existing weakly-supervised methods on VOC12 vali-
dation set. PIXELPICK is competitive against existing methods, using
a budget of 20 pixel annotations per image when trained on a much
smaller number of images.

Conclusion

I We proposed PIXELPICK, a framework for semantic segmentation
that employs a small number of sparsely annotated pixels to train
effective segmentation models.

I We showed that PIXELPICK requires considerably fewer
annotations than existing state-of-the-art to achieve comparable
performance.

I We showed how annotation for pixel-level active learning can be
obtained efficiently with a mouse-free labelling tool, facilitating
real-world deployment.
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